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Setting
• A 30-bed CSICU in an urban academic medical center

Inclusion Criteria:
• All patients admitted during project period 

Exclusion Criteria:
• Patients sleeping during handoff with no active 

infusions
Intervention: 

• First Process- BSCH, start to finish, inside the patient’s 
room

• Process modification (Oct 22)- Both nurses enter 
rooms at the end of handoff, engaging in aspects on 
the BSCH tool 

Implementation Strategies: 
• Nursing staff education, use of project champions, 

adherence tracking, frequent reminders
Measures

• Staff adherence to BSCH (through chart, observation 
audits), adherence to PINCH med duo signoffs, pump 
related medication errors, and good catches
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Problem Statement
Medication errors are a significant cause of patient 
morbidity and mortality, often resulting in serious injuries, 
prolonged length of stays, and incurred medical costs.

The Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality 
recommends the use of bedside shift change handoff as 
a solution to improve quality and safety. 

Purpose of Project

Discussion

Barriers to the first Process: Double occupancy rooms, 
sleeping, anxious, or delirious patients, contact isolation

The BSCH process modification: 
• Served to eliminate all barriers to BSCH
• Was received well and valued among nursing staff
• Successfully improved BSCH adherence
• Resulted in many “good catches, improving safety 

and preventing patient harm 
• Demonstrated a decrease in pump related 

medication errors (75%) 

Facilitators: Individualized staff education, management 
support, consideration of nursing feedback leading to 
process modification

Results may be limited by nursing staff underreporting, 
small sample size, and user variability of the BSCH tool by 
nurses.  

Conclusion

Results

Implications for practice
• Nurses are receptive to BSCH when implemented 

effectively
• Utilizing a unit-specific BSCH tool may improve 

nurse adherence
• Observation audits and individualized staff 

education are vital to success with this initiative
• Bedside shift change handoff is essential to 

keep patients safe

Sustainability and Spread: 
• Incorporation of BSCH education into staff 

orientation, continued One-Pager and BSCH tool 
visibility on the unit 

• Multidisciplinary hospital-wide implementation of 
BSCH with the “Bedside Shift Change Handoff 2.0” 
initiative.
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• In 2019, the Cardiac Surgical Intensive Care Unit 
(CSICU) identified 40 medication errors through a 
hospital incident reporting system

• 70% (n=28) involved medications administered 
through infusion pumps 
• 1/3 could have been detected much earlier if a 

standardized handoff method had been in place
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Staff Education & 
Data Collection 
Started

Process Modification 
Education and Rollout 

Dramatic Increase 
in Adherence

5 weeks of sustained 
adherence 84-96%

Process Modification 
Education and Rollout

4 weeks of sustained 
adherence 88-96%

Good Catches (n=13)  
• Expired blood bands (38%), two on actively bleeding patients
• Incorrectly programmed weights on weight based infusions (23%) 
• Expired infusion tubing (15%)
• Incorrectly programmed infusion concentrations (7%)
• Controlled substance found in patient room (7%)
• Ambu bag found without a mask (7%)

Pump Related Medication Errors
• Pump related medication errors decreased by 75% from the first quarter 

of 2021
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